
Defining Your Passion Exercise 

Using a pen and paper.  Set a timer for 5 minutes and quickly (instinctively) answer the following 11 questions.  

Unless your response doesn't make sense for some reason, keep it! If the question doesn't apply to you, skip 

it! 

1. What was your childhood dream job? (I’m talking way back before you knew what a “job” was): 

 

2. What about in high school? Where did you think/hope you’d end up?: 

 

3. Many of us unwind by turning on the TV at the end of a long day. If the tv was out- what would you do 

instead? 

 

4. Ever had the thought “I wish I had gone to school/gotten trained for ____?”, fill in the blank: 

 

5. Ever had the thought “I wish I could do ____ but I’m too old/costs too much/too irresponsible etc.?”, 

fill in the blank: 

 

6. Have you ever taken a class outside school or requirements (business workshop, creative class, etc.): 

 

7. If you went to college, did you take any electives/classes not related to your degree?: 

 

8. Is there anything friends or family seek you out for? (computer help, relationship support, life advice, 

one of a kind jewelry or artwork, etc.): 

 

9. Ever had something come to you “naturally”? Born good at? Told you had God-given talent?: 

 

10. Ever been so excited and immersed in something you forgot to eat or refill your coffee cup? What was 

it?: 

 

11. If money was no object and you had to do one thing to do for the rest of your life, what would it be?: 

Now you need to compare each! Go through the list ask yourself answer 1 vs answer 2, placing a mark next to 
the winner. Move onto the next pairing: 1 vs 3, 1 vs 4 etc. until you complete the list. Then go again moving 
down, 2 vs 3, 2 vs 4 etc. Continue this process until you finish the list. Now tally up the marks next to each 
answer. The one with the highest number of marks is your biggest passion! 


